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On February 14, 1996, while attempting to perform a Division II Diesel Generator operability surveillance
test, the diesel started and accelerated through the running speed and continued until the overspeed trip speed
was reached. The diesel generator responded to the overspeed condition per design and a nonnal shutdown I

occurred. This noncompliance is reponable pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(B). In addition, the report
'

fulfills the requirements of Technical Specification 5.6.9.1 as a diesel generator Special Report.
i

I

Subsequent troubleshooting revealed that the field flash relay had failed resulting in the diesel generator
receiving no field flash on the start attempt. The first root cause was detennined to be an engineering
assumption for the maximum temperature mached during an excitation cabinet overheating event which

|
resulted in less-than-adequate corrective actions. The second root cause was technical errors in the |

surveillance procedures which resulted in both a latch and reset signal to the K-1 relay simultaneously. I
Contributing factors included less-than-adequate technical reviews of design analysis / change implementation '

and untimely completion of a previous corrective action. In addition, this event was complicated by the
overspeed trip that resulted from less-than-adequate guidance on setting the diesel's mechanical governor. |
Corrective actions include an in-depth evaluation of maximum temperatures reached in the excitation cabinet

~during the January 29th event, immediate and scheduled pans replacements, readjustment of the mechanical
speed governor, procedure revisions, and training on lessons learned from this event. This event was of
minimum safety significance.

i
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REPORTED CONDITION

On February 14,1996, with the plant in mode 1 at 59% power, it was discovered during the performance of
a surveillance test, that the Division II diesel generator was inoperable due to a failed field flash relay circuit. i

Upon test initiation, the diesel staned and accelerated through the running speed of 450 revolutions per
:. minute (rpm) and continued until the overspeed trip of 517 rpm was reached. The diesel generator responded :

! to the overspeed condition per design and a normal shutdown occurred. This noncompliance is reponable j

i pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(B) as a condition prohibited by River Bend Technical Specification 3.8.1.2. |
In addition, the report fulfills the requirements of Technical Specification 5.6.9.1 as a diesel generator
Special Report.

!,

INVESTIGATION I
i |

At 0845 on February 14, 1996, the Division II Diesel Generator was being tested per surveillance test
procedure (STP)-309-0202. During the stan attempt for this test, the diesel generator started and accelerated
through the running speed of 450 rpm and continued until the overspeed trip speed of 517 rpm was reached. i

| The diesel generator responded to the overspeed condition per design and a normal shutdown occurred. I

A multi-discipline team was established to determine the cause of the start failure and the root cause. Initial j

data indicated that the most probable cause of the start failure and overspeed trip was that the diesel generator |
<

1 voltage was slow to build up. This lead initial investigation to the exciter cabinet, panicularly the field Dash l
'

relay and associated circuitry.

Related events leading up to the Division II Diesel Generator field flash relay failure include repeated failures
L of the excitation circuitry K-1 relay, investigation and identification of root cause, and the overheating of the

j,
Division II excitation cabinet which took place on January 29,1996. Past K-1 relay failures included three
during refueling outage #6 (RF-6), which was completed on February 1996. The three K-1 relay failures

; during RF-6 include one on the Division I Diesel Generator and two sne Division II Diesel Generator.
Review of the K-1 relay failures identified two surveillance test prowoures which energized both the latch
and reset coils of the K-1 relay at the same time. This review also identified a recent modification which
installed a K-1 relay status light, as passing enough current to maintain the field flash relay picked-up and the,

! field excitation circuitry energized.

: By design, the Division I and II Diesel Generator field flash is provided for about I to 4 seconds during a
diesel start to provide a fast voltage build up. Normally about 7 to 8 seconds are required to attain stable,

rated voltage. With no field flash, the generator will build up voltage at a slower rate due to residual"

magnetism. Therefore, a diesel generator experiencing a field flash relay failure will still attain rated voltage
; and frequency and is expected to be capable of accepting load, but not within technical specification time

'

- limits. The time required for the diesel generator to attain rated voltage is a function of time since the last
|

) diesel generator operation and the level of residual magnetism. l

4

I
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Subsequent to the overheating event, the Division II Diesel Generator had four successful starts - one on

January 31,1996, for tiie 24 hour surveillance run and three on February 4,1996, as part of the Division II
Emergency Core Cooling System surveillance testing. No potential or actual indication of system trouble
was observed during the four subsequent starts.

The electrical governor is the primary engine speed control and the mechanical governor is a backup. The
mechanical governor is set at a higher rpm than the electrical governor to prevent the mechanical governor
from competing with the electric governor. During post-maintenance testing on January 27,1996, the
Division II Diesel Genemtor mechanical and electrical governors were adjusted. Initial adjustments set the
mechanical governor to control engine speed at 470 rpm and the electrical governor to control speed at 450
mm. Later in the testing procedure, after the engine was staited and loaded, it was evident that the electrical
and mechanical governors were conflicting with one another. After conferring with the vendor and at the
direction of the System Engineer, the mechanical governor setting was changed to 480 rpm. This change
eliminated the con 0ict between the two governors. However, during the event of February 14,1996, the
mechanical governor did not respond quickly enough to prevent the overspeed condition. The overspeed trip
device is separate from the governors and is set at 517 3 mm. The overspeed trip is not bypassed during an
emergency or normal start of the diesel generator.

.

Investigation of this start failure revealed that the field flash relay had failed. The relay pickup was observed
to be slow and only one of four sets of contacts would close. All four contacts must close in order for the
field flash to be applied to the generator field. The failure of the field flashing circuit resulted in a slower I

than normal buildup of generator voltage which reduced the time available for the electrical governor to
establish control of the diesel generator speed. The mechanical governor was observed to respond quickly
during the overspeed event, immediately cutting the fuel to zero as the engine reached its 480 rpm control

1

setting. However, it takes a short time for the engine's 100 mm per second acceleration rate to decay. The
momentum of the rotating flywheel and genemtor causes the speed to briefly overshoot the governor setting
then decrease to where the governor resumes control. The mechanical governor speed setting at 480 mm was
high enough so that the mechanical governor could not keep the overshoot speed low enough to prevent the
overspeed trip.

After troubleshooting, the only component observed to have failed was the field flash relay. The Geld flash
relay was mplaced. The mechanical governor speed setting was successfully mduced to 472 rpm after the |
field flash relay was replaced and the diesel generator was declared operable the evening of February 14, !

1996. The K-1 relay which had previously failed to electrically reset was also replaced. 1

The field flash relay which had been removed was sent to an off-site independent consultant to determine its
failure mode. The result was that failure was due to internal distortior. of the molded plastic case of the relay
which caused misalignment of the contacts. The contacts, being misaligned, created a high resistive current

i
1
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path and overheated to the point of melting. The evaluation funher concluded that the relay case distonion
was the result of the relay being exposed to a high heat environment and not one of a manufacturing defect.

An in-depth evaluation was performed of other components located in close proximity to the field flash
resistor, which might have been subjected to higher temperatures during the January 29th event. These
components included the remote gate firing module, the voltage relays, the mctifier assembly, the voltage

1

regulator, surge arrestor, and the excitation panel wiring. These components were either accepted or J

scheduled for replacement in accordance with the River Bend corrective action program. ;
.

i

The investigation also identified a previous condition repon which was initiated on June 3,1994, to -)
document a failure of the K-1 relay on the Division I Diesel Generator. This failure occurred during a post |
maintenance mn of the engine when the generator had failed to build voltage. A causal factor was identified
in that the possibility existed that one or more loop calibration pmcedures could place the cimuitry in a i

configuration which energized both the latch and reset coils of the K-1 relay at the same time. During an |

- audit in March,1995, quality assurance identified that the condition report was closed prior to corrective i

action items being assigned to address the issue. A revision to the original condition report was then initiated ;

to impose additional corrective action items. One of the corrective actions required the System Engineer to
'

review and correct the Instmmentation and Controls (I&C) preventive maintenance tasks which could cause
both the latch and reset coils of the K-1 relay to both be energized at the same time. This corrective action !

item had an original due date of June 15,1995, but had been extended four times and remains an open item.
While this cormctive action did not identify STPs as a target for investigation, its completion would have

,

pmvided another opponunity to identify and correct the associated STPs. '

|

A similar overheating event occurred in the Division I Diesel Generator excitation cabinet in October,1984.
During this event, the field flash resistor was energized for greater than 30 minutes. The evaluation and !
inspection results contained vendor recommendations to replace several components, including the field flash
resistors. However, the' components were not replaced until the June - July,1985, time frame, seven to eight
months after the overheating event occurred. During the time period between the overheating event and the
replacement of the components, the diesel was staned 35 consecutive times with no failures.

ROOT CAUSE

Two root causes were identified for this event. The first was an engineering assumption made for the
maximum temperature reached in the cabinet. As a msult, operation of the field flash relay above design
maximum was not recognized, the field checks were narrowly focused on the field flash resistor with heat
effects on other devices in the panel not adequately examined and corrective actions were less-than-
adequate. The second root cause was errors in the surveillance procedure. The surveillance procedure
had inadequate precautions in that it is a reasonable precaution to open the field flash breaker to prevent
generator and associated equipment damage when providing a stan signal to a EDG that has had its start
inhibited. This was not included in the procedure. The surveillance procedure also had technical errors
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in that it provided both a latch and reset signal to the K1 relay simultaneously. A relay subject to this
condition is expected to fail. The lockout operability STP places the K1 relay in a condition where both
the latch and reset coils are simultaneously energized. This results in chattering of the relay until the
reset coil fails.

Two contributing causes were identified. The first was less-than-adequate technical reviews of design
analysis / change implementation for the modification which installed the ' field Dash ready' indicating light in
the circuit. With this light installed in the circuit, coupled with the K-1 relay latch coil being disabled for the
surveillance test, the Geld Dash relay was picked up for an extended period of time, causing the overheating
of the excitation panel on January 29th. The second contributing cause was the untimely completion of the
condition report corrective action which had an original due date of June 12,1995. In addition, this event
was complicated by the overspeed trip that resulted from the less-than-adequate guidance on setting the
diesel's mechanical governor. The lack of guidance allowed the mechanical governor to be set at 480 rpm as
a response to the con 0ict between the mechanical governor and the electrical governor. Having the
mechar.ical governor set at 480 rpm allowed the diesel enough momentum to reach the overspeed trip point
of 517 rpm before the mechanical governor could gain control of the diesel's speed.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The failed field flash relay was replaced, the K-1 relays for both the Division I and Division II diesels were
changed out and the mechanical governor speed setting on the Division II diesel was readjusted. An in-depth
evaluation was also performed on the effects of maximum temperature in the cabinet during the January 29th
event. Component replacement recommendations were provided and will be tracked per the River Bend
corrective action program.

A detailed review of surveillance procedures and preventive maintenance tasks associated with the diesel
generator control circuitry will be conducted to identify conditions which may simultaneously energize both
the latch and reset coils. Procedures will be revised as necessary to correct identified deficiencies. The field
Dash ready light will be changed out to one that has a higher resistive value and engineering will receive
" case study" training on this event to highlight lessons learned. Also, the process of granting corrective
action extensions will be reviewed for possible improvements.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Section 8.3.1.2.1.2 (7) of the RBS USAR states: "The AC diesel generator system is designed so that with
loss of any one of three diesel generators the remaining generators are capable of supplying power to
sufficient equipment for a safe shutdown of the unit under normal or accident conditions." Since the other
two diesel generators were available, this event was of minimum safety significance.
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Additional Information

Ixngth of time diesel eenerator was out-of-service: 10.1 hours

Current surveillance intervals: .

Division I : monthly

Division II : monthly

Division III: monthly

Test intervals conform to Technical Specifications?: Yes

Failures for division I:

1 valid failure in the last 25 valid tests
'

2 valid failures in the last 100 valid tests

Failures for division II:

3 valid failure in the last 25 valid tests

4 valid failure in the last 100 valid tests

Failures for division III:

0 valid failures in the last 25 valid tests

0 valid failures in the last 100 valid tests

Cumulative failures for all River Bend Station diesel generators:

4 valid failures in the last 100 valid tests

-__- _ _ -.


